2021 IMPACT REPORT
In 2021, JUST TRYAN IT continued to positively impact the lives of families whose children have been diagnosed with
cancer by providing them with emergency financial relief. The second year of the pandemic continued to challenge
families facing cancer, from a surge in late-stage diagnoses and interrupted treatment plans, to leaving living essentials
like housing and food in jeopardy. The need for financial interventions soared and JUST TRYAN IT delivered.
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THE COST OF CANCER
Emergency relief grants alleviate the financial stressors of families, including uncovered medical expenses, food insecurity,
long-distance travel for treatment, utilities at risk of shutoff, phone at risk of shutoff, increased childcare costs, car payment/
insurance, rent/mortgage, and funeral expenses. JUST TRYAN IT grantees also report the following financial stressors.
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HOW WE HELP
In 2021, JUST TRYAN IT provided 120 families with emergency relief grants totaling $171,968. The grants ranged
from $500 - $2,500 with the average grant of $1,433. These grants kept people in their homes, secured reliable
transportation and provided relief from the financial distress that accompanies a pediatric cancer diagnosis. This
emergency relief supported the following needs:
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MEET RIDGE

Ridge is a sweet 8-year-old boy who lives in North Carolina with his loving
parents and older sibling. Ridge was diagnosed with brain cancer in 2015 and
continues to receive treatment today. His latest care plan includes a study
which requires traveling to Florida for a biopsy and a few weeks of evaluation.
The family’s cancer journey sadly does not end there, as Ridge’s mom also
went through breast cancer last year. Ridge’s dad continues to work full-time,
and his mom works part-time at their local church whenever she can, but the
two diagnoses took a heavy toll on the family’s income and outgoings. Thanks
to JUST TRYAN IT, Ridge’s family received a financial guidebook to provide
further education and budgeting tools as well as an emergency relief grant to
assist with their lodging expenses while they are in Florida.

“We cannot thank you enough for helping our family,”
shared Ridge’s parents. “We are forever grateful.”
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In 2021, JUST TRYAN IT provided support to families in three distinct regions: the Washington metropolitan area, the
Triangle area of North Carolina and the Pioneer Valley of Massachusetts. Our grants supported families in treatment at
the following partner hospitals: Children’s National Medical Center, Inova Children’s Hospital, Johns Hopkins Children's
Center, Medstar Georgetown University Hospital, Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai, Baystate Children’s Hospital,
Duke Children’s Hospital, and UNC Children's.
Hospital Regions
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THE LiFT NETWORK,
POWERED BY FAMILY REACH
As a member of Family Reach’s LiFT Network, JUST
TRYAN IT is part of a national network of cancer serving
nonprofits which focus on alleviating the financial distress
faced by families in cancer treatment. This collective
approach unites the resources, expertise, and passion of
like-minded nonprofits to create a meaningful impact on
the cancer community. In 2021, the LiFT Network as a
whole supported 1,195 families across fifty states and the
District of Columbia with a total of 1 million dollars.
JUST TRYAN IT pays Family Reach a 10% fee for the
administration of our emergency relief grants. This fee
also gives our families access to Family Reach’s Financial
Treatment Program (FTP). The FTP provides comprehensive
wrap-around financial support, giving them the space they
need to focus on healing. Eighty-seven percent of JUST
TRYAN IT families received more than one service through
the Financial Treatment Program in 2021.
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2021 KIDS TRIATHLON
2021 marked our return to in-person racing and we are grateful to the racers, parents, volunteers and sponsors who
supported our races. However, the impact that JUST TRYAN IT has on the children, families and volunteers who
participate in race weekend should not be underestimated. We are fostering a generation of kids committed to helping
others and that is something to celebrate.
Thanks to the dedication of our racers and the generosity of our sponsors and donors, JUST TRYAN IT has committed
$236,910 to assist families with a child in cancer treatment at our partner hospitals in 2022.
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MEET THE SCHUMAN FAMILY
The first time the Schuman family attended the JUST TRYAN IT
Kids Triathlon they were spectators, supporting family friends
and cheering on the racers. The next year, when Max was just
six years old, they signed him up to race with his buddy and he
loved it! Julie Schuman said, “You might think it is crazy to sign
a six or seven year old up for a triathlon, but when you watch the
race, you see the kids cheering each other on, having fun and it’s
all for a great cause.” Last year, Mia was old enough to join her
brother Max at the race. “Mia was really nervous, she was racing
by herself and didn’t know anyone else in her group. We pumped
her up and encouraged her and when she crossed the finish
line, she was so proud of herself, smiling from ear to ear.” Julie
and her husband are all about teaching their kids empathy and
encouraging them to give back to their community. JUST TRYAN
IT puts those values into action with the added bonus of a fun,
physical challenge. The Schuman kids are really excited to race in
2022. Julie is on the Bethesda Host Committee and has already
started a team at Burning Tree Elementary School. She wants to
encourage more kids to get involved with JUST TRYAN IT.
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“Friends coming together on a team,
inspires kids to raise money, stay active
and support one another across the finish
line. We can't wait for the next race.”

